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MINISTER
EFFECTIVELY...

A LETTER FROM
THE FOUNDER

...IN THE LOCAL CHURCH...
North Carolina College of Theology will
ignite in you a passion for God’s heart, for
His people, and for His kingdom. The book
of James says that faith, if it has no works, is
dead. Therefore, it is important to combine
passion with practical knowledge in order to
minister productively and be a blessing to
others.
Students at NCCT are trained and equipped
to step out in faith and engage in practical
ministry with guidance, support, and feedback
of the faculty. With quality Biblical education
and practical application, students receive
the tools necessary to enhance every facet of
ministry within the local church and beyond.
At NCCT, we believe it is an honor to serve
the Lord and His People. Therefore. Students
are taught to become effective ministers and
church leaders who serve the Body of Christ
with humility, power, and love.
1 Corinthians 2:4-5
And my speech and my preaching were not
with enticing words of man’s wisdom, but in
demonstration of the Spirit and of power, that
your faith should not stand in the wisdom of
men but in the power of God.
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...IN THE WORLD...
We believe God’s heart is to establish His
Kingdom throughout the whole earth.
Therefore, NCCT students are given the
exciting opportunity to travel to other nations
to minister to the practical and spiritual needs
of people in a culture different form their
own.
Students, who choose to participate, serve
alongside local pastors, preach and reach in
a variety of settings such as home groups,
conferences, and local church congregations,
and assist in practical benevolent projects for
orphans, widows, the homeless and the poor.
In Addition to experiencing the joy of being
a blessing to others, past students testify
that the NCCT mission opportunity was a
pivotal time in which they were challenged in
numerous areas of their own loves. Many also
testify that the Holy Spirit released in them
an increase of boldness to preach the Word
of God with power and a greater depth of
Compassion of the world.
You are destined for greatness… Thank you
for considering NCCT
Habakkuk 2:4
Behold… his soul, which is lifted up, is not
upright in him; but the just shall live by his
Faith.
Dr. J. L. Cook, Ph.D.
Founder
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MOUNTAINVIEW COLLEGE OF THEOLOGY
ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES

Our Program Basis
It is the purpose of the MVCT and NCCT
(Administration / Main Campus) to provide
continued education programs to students
who are unable to attend full-time classes on
the Main Campus. This can be accomplished
through our external studies program. We
believe that we offer the finest Christian
education available in a streamlined fashion.

What We Believe
We are a fundamental, evangelical, Biblebelieving school based upon canonized Old
Testament and New Testament scriptures as the
inerrant and infallible Word of God. We accept
that the Bible is God’s instruction manual
for life, and it is not open to any single or
denominational interpretation but is written to
all mankind.
It is our belief that God created the earth and
the universe in six literal days and that Jesus
Christ is the Son of God, born of a virgin. We
believe that Jesus died on the cross at Calvary,
arose from the dead three days later, and now
sits at the right hand of God as our High Priest.
We believe that those who have been bornagain through the blood of Jesus Christ will
reign in Heaven for eternity.
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Staff and Faculty
Any corporation, institution, or government
is only as good as its people, and they are its
most valuable asset. The NCCT has been richly
blessed with quality staff and faculty. From the
office of its president to the administrators
and professors, you will find each individual
ready and willing to assist every request. Our
people are dedicated and loyal to the task
of promoting God’s Kingdom through quality
Biblical education.

Curriculum and Reference Materials
The NCCT seeks to offer the highest quality
curriculum and reference materials. Resources
and subject to change, at the discretion of
the Executive board of Directors, and not all
subjects are offered every year.

Students Nondiscrimination Policy
Mountainview College of Theology admits
students of any race, color, national or ethnic
origin with all rights, privileges, programs, and
activities generally accorded or made available
to students of NCCT. Mountainview College
of Theology does not discriminate on the
basis of race, color, national or ethnic origin in
administration of its policies, loan programs, or
other school administered programs.
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Statements of Standards
All students are required to give a testimony of
having accepted Jesus Christ as their personal
Savior and Lord. Each student is expected to
conduct himself/herself in a manner that will,
at no time, bring reproach upon our Savior or
upon Mountainview College of Theology and
NCCT.
All students must be a working part of a local
church time spent in participation within
the local church will be logged and turned
into NCCT. These hours are figured into the
students semester credit hours as personal
ministry. God’s Word demands that we be doers
of the Word and not hearers (or students) only.
Application Fee - Tuition - Payment Plan
A non-refundable application fee of $60.00
must accompany all applications. Upon
approval of application, one-third of tuition,
plus cost of textbooks, is due at registration.
Please note that no textbooks will be released
without pre-payment. Remaining balance of
tuition and other applicable fees must be
paid in full by April 15th of each school year.
Any transferred or life-earned credits will be
assessed at $2.00 per credit hour.
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Life-Earned Credits
Mountainview College of Theology recognizes
life-learning experience and will issue credit
for such experience. However, such credit
must be determined by NCCT Administration /
Department Head at the candidate’s evaluation
process.

Transferred Credits
Mountainview College of Theology reserves
the right to allow, or not allow, credits earned
at other institutions for similar courses taken at
that institution.
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MOUNTAINVIEW COLLEGE OF THEOLOGY
ACCREDITATION

If the sole purpose of needing an education is
for the Gospel ministry or related field within
Christian ministry, secular accreditation is not
necessary or required. All Christian churches
accept quality Christian education regardless
to which accreditation group, if any, the
referenced institution belongs. If study is for
purpose other than ministry, such as business
administrator, engineer, lawyer, etc., students
should apply to an institution that belongs to
a regional accrediting association. In secular
education, regional accreditation is essential.
For education of those in Christian service,
secular accreditation does little more than
typically make the tuition beyond the reach of
most ministers.
However, NCCT has been able to secure full
accreditation through Transworld Accrediting
Commission International (inquiries, please
write: Transworld Accrediting Commission
International, 231 E. Alessandro Blvd, Suite
A-210, Riverside, CA 92508 or call 9519015586) and through Accrediting Commission
International, Inc (inquiries, please write:
Accrediting Commission International, Inc., PO
Box 1030, Beebe, AR 72012). We have been
abel to secure these private accreditations
and keep tuition costs at a minimum. We are
proud to be associated with these accrediting
institutions for Christian schools and colleges in
the United States and abroad.
NCCT is a member and independent subsidiary
of the Accrediting Commission International,
Inc. This accrediting association is not
formally recognized by the U.S. Department
of Education, and NCCT has chosen not to be
affiliated with any state or federal governmental
agency. NCCT operates legally as an exempt
educational institution in and out of the state of
North Carolina
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Very Important
The appropriate state University of North
Carolina authority has declared the relevant
degree program of study exempt from
requirements for licensure under provisions of
North Carolina General Statutes Section G.S.
116-15(d) for exemption from licensure with
respect to religious education. Exemption from
licensure is based upon assessment of program
quality under established licensing standards.

NCCT is an
accredited

Bible
College
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MOUNTAINVIEW COLLEGE OF THEOLOGY
SPECIAL NOTE

1. A non-refundable application fee of $60.00
must be submitted with application.
2. One-third of tuition, plus cost of books, is
due at registration. Please note, textbook
fees must be paid before receipt of any
material. Remaining balance of tuition and
other applicable fees must be paid in full by
April 15th of each year.
3. Mountainview College of Theology NCCT
Graduation is scheduled for the first week
of June of each calendar year. The “black Tie
Gala Dinner” takes place each year on the
night before graduation. Reservations for the
“Black Tie Gala Dinner” Must be made
annually before May 1st.
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4. The cost of graduation is dependent upon
the degree received. The cost includes cap
(or tam) and gown (with hoods for Doctoral
degrees). Caps/Tams, gowns, and hoods
are required through NCCT, and orders
(with full payment of Graduation fees) are
due each year, as follows: Doctoral
graduation fees should be prepaid and
submitted with tuition, no later than the
first week in March… All other graduation
fees should be prepaid and submitted, with
orders, no later than March 15th. Graduation
fees are listed under separate heading in this
catalog. (Students who have NCCT
appropriate cap and gown from former years
or qualify for special exception, must only
pay a basic graduation fee, plus cost of
tassel… depending upon the degree
received.) ** All costs are subject to change
as prices fluctuate from order companies.
5. Cost of transcripts: $20.00 each …
Transcripts may be requested by contacting
the NCCT Administration Offices. Upon
request and receipt of payment, each
transcript will be mailed directly to the
requesting institution. Only one transcript
per student may be requested to his/her own
address for personal use.

GRADING SYSTEM
A = 3.6 to 4.0 ..…………………………. Excellent
B = 3.2 to 3.59 …………………………. Superior
C = 2.18 to 3.19 ……………………….. Average
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MOUNTAINVIEW COLLEGE OF THEOLOGY
DEGREE PROGRAM AND REQUIREMENTS

Degrees are awarded through the North
Carolina College of Theology Satellite
Extension Program. Students may apply to the
NCCT external studies program and attend one
of the Satellite Schools, located throughout
the United States and abroad. Students who’re
unable to attend a registered NCCT Satellite
School may apply to NCCT directly through
the Administration and Main Campus for the
“individual Study Program”.
The books required for Mountainview College
of Theology Degree Program are based
upon the discretion of the President of NCCT
and belong to Dr. Judy Cook and the North
Carolina College of Theology. Copyright laws
are vigorously enforced.
Requirements of dissertations for each degree
may be changed at any time by the President
of NCCT at her discretion, upon variance of
circumstances and life-earned experience of the
student.
MVCT and NCCT make no apology for being
a Christian Bible College that proudly teaches
the Word of God and trains men and women
for ministry only. Schools of the NCCT Satellite
Extension Program should be church based…
The Sanctuary Church of Wilmington, North
Caroline is the home-base church for the North
Carolina College of Theology.
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Reaching the
world for
Jesus, one
student at a
time.
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BIBLICAL STUDIES
Course#
ABS - 101

ABS - 102

ABS - 103

ABS - 104

ABS - 105

Associate of Biblical Studies
No refunds on book orders.
First Year
Tuition:

Prerequisite:

Graduation
Requirement:

$1340.00 plus $60.00 application fee
(Book Fees/ Graduation Fees… Listed
separately)
High School Diploma/GED; Born-again
Experience; Active Church Attendance

VERY IMPORTANT A 3,000 word thesis/
dissertation on “The Founder Series”
is required for this degree, typed and
given to the satellite President no later
than April 15th. This is mandatory.
Without this thesis / dissertation, you
will not receive your degree. It will be
placed in your folder at the satellite
office.

Credit Hours
[3] ………………………….............. Introduction
(Course Description: study of salvation, water baptism,
prayer, and other basic tenants of faith)
[3] ………………………….............. Gospel of John
(Course Description: Chapter by chapter study of Jesus’
ministry and teachings)
[3] …………………….....................ACTS 1
(Course Description: detailed coverage of the supernatural
work of God in the early Church)
[3] ………………………….............. ACTS II
(Course Description: study of the life and missionary
journeys of the Apostle Paul)
[3] ………………………… GALATIANS
(Course Description: comparison study of the law and
grace)
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ABS - 106

ABS - 107

ABS - 108

ABS - 109

ABS - 110

ABS - 111

ABS - 112

ABS - 113

ABS - 114

ABS - 115

ABS - 116
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[3] ………………………….Philippians; Colossians; Philemon
(Course Description: brief background study and chapter
precepts of the epistles - Philippians, Colossians, and
Philemon)
[3] ……………………….....Hebrews and James
(Course Description: chapter study and overall view of the
books - Hebrew and James)
[3] …………………………..Epistles of John and Jude
( Course Description: careful study of all four epistles with
special attention given to John’s emphasis on love and
fellowship)
[3] …………………………..Ephesians
(Course Description: comprehensive study that takes the
believer on a journey into the promised land and Kingdom
inheritance)
[3] …………………………..1 Corinthians
(Course Description: precept study emphasizing the
particular disciples and interactions given to God’s people)
[3] …………………………..2 CORINTHIANS
(Course Description: conceptual study providing clear
insight into the ministry of the Apostle Paul)
[3] …………………………..1 AND 2 PETER
(Course Description: study of the importance of growing
in the Word of God and the joy Christians are able to find
in the midst of suffering)
[3] …………………………..1 AND 2 THESSALONIANS
( Course Description: comprehensive study into the
insights of the relationship between Paul and the believers
at Thessalonica; highlights of “last day” events as outlined
in Thessalonians)
[3] ……………………….....SYNOPTIC GOSPELS 1
(Course Description: a study of Matthew, Mark and Luke;
chronological study of the ministry of Christ up to the
“passion Week”
[8] …………………………..A Journey into the Bible:
A supplemental Resource Study for the Associate Program
(Course Description: a study into the Bible enhanced by an
in-depth workbook)
[10] …………………………FOUNDER’S SERIES
(Course Description: a study into God’s Word through 12
Sermons followed by a 3,000 word Thesis/Dissertation)

Bachelor of Biblical Studies
No refunds on book orders.
SECOND YEAR
Tuition:

Prerequisite:
Graduation
Requirement:

Course#
BBS - 201

BBS - 202

BBS - 203

BBS - 204

BBS - 205

$1,440.00 Plus $60.00 application fee
(Book Fees/ Graduation Fees… listed
separately)
Associate of Biblical Studies Degree

VERY IMPORTANT A 5,000 word thesis
/dissertation of “Revelation
Commentary” is required for this
degree, typed and given to the satellite
President no later than April 15th.
This is mandatory without this thesis /
dissertation, you will not receive your
degree. It will be placed in your folder
at the satellite office.

Credit Hours
[4] ………………………….SYNOPTIC GOSPEL 2
(Course Description: detailed account of the final week of
Jesus’ ministry, as recorded in Matthew, Mark, and Luke)
[4] ………………………….1 and 2 Timothy and Titus
(Course Description: chapter by chapter study of the
Apostle Paul’s pastoral instructions and admonitions)
[4] ………………………….Ruth and Esther
(Course Description: study of historical insight into the
times and lifestyle of the jews, revealing allegorical truths
of the relationship of Christ and His Church)
[4] ……………………….... PROVERBS
( Course Description: survey of the entire book of Proverbs,
presented both topically and by chapter, taking the
believer from pre-salvation, through instruction in
righteousness, to full maturity in Christ)
[4] ……………………….... EZRA AND NEHEMIAH
(Course Description; devotional chapter by chapter study
portraying the restoration of the temple and Jerusalem
under the leadership of Ezra and Nehemiah
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BBS - 206

[2] ……………………ROMANS 1
(Course Description: study of the doctrinal foundations of
Christian faith, as laid by the Apostle Paul)
BBS - 207
[2] ……………………ROMANS 2
(Course Description: study of the sovereignty of God and
practical Christian principles)
BBS - 208
[3] ……………………GENESIS
(Course Description: chapter by chapter study with spiritual
application for the believer)
BBS - 209
[2] …………………….EXODUS
(Course Description: study in the account of Israel’s exodus
from Egypt, giving insight into the types and shadows of
Christ’s redemptive work)
BBS - 210
[2] …………………….ISAIAH 1
(Course Description: intense study of the book of Isaiah
concerning the denunciation of Israel, Judah and other
nations, along with numerous prophecies of the Messiah
and the coming Kingdom)
BBS - 211
[2] ………………….....ISAIAH 2
(Course Description continuous study of the book of
Isaiah concerning the message of consolation and further
prophecies of the coming Messiah)
BBS - 212
[3] ……………………..DANIEL
(Course Description: chapter by chapter study of the
book of Daniel, emphasizing important prophecies; study
includes chart in Daniel’s”70 weeks”)
BBS - 213
[3] ………………………REVELATION
(Course Description: complete study of the end-times
events of human history; study includes descriptive charts)
BBS - 214
[10] …………………….REVELATION COMMENTARY
(Course Description: a supplemental study into the book of
Revelation followed by a 5,000 word Thesis/Dissertation)
BBS - 215
[3] ………………………ENTERING INTO THE
			 PROMISED LAND
(Course Description: devotional study introducing the book
of Joshua)
BBS - 216
[8] ……………………..A JOURNEY INTO THE BIBLE:
A Supplemental Resource Study for the Bachelor Program
(Course Description: a study into the Bible enhanced by an
in-depth workbook)
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Graduate of Biblical Studies
No refunds on book orders.
Tuition:
Prerequisite:
Graduation
Requirement:

Course#
GBS - 301
GBS - 302
GBS - 303
GBS - 304
GBS - 305
GBS - 306

GBS - 307

GBS - 308

$1,540.00 plus $60.00 application fee
Bachelor of Biblical Studies Degree

VERY IMPORTANT A 6,000 word thesis/
dissertation on the book
“Understanding Theology, Volume 1”
is required for this degree, typed and
given to the satellite President no later
than April 15th. This is mandatory
without this thesis/ dissertation, you
will not receive your degree. It will be
placed in your folder at the satellite
office.

Credit Hours
[3] ……………………….... MINOR PROPHETS 1
(Course Description: Hosea and Joel)
[3] ……………………….... MINOR PROPHETS 2
(Course Description: Amos, Obadiah and Jonah)
[3] ……………………….... MINOR PROPHETS 3
(Course Description: Micah)
[3] ……………………….... MINOR PROPHETS 4
(Course Description Nahum and Habakkuk)
[2] ……………………….... MINOR PROPHETS 5
(Course Description Zephaniah and Haggai)
[2] ……………………….... MINOR PROPHETS 6
(Course Description : Zachariah and Malachi; this is a
chapter study of the 12 minor prophets divided into 6
study booklets. These studies help to give a clear
understanding of the prophecies during this period of
Israel’s history)
[2] ……………………......EZEKIEL 1
(Course Description: chapter 1-11; deals with Ezekiel’s call
to the ministry, the message of judgment upon Jerusalem
and the nation of Israel; includes historical chart)
[2] …………………… EZEKIEL 2
(Course Description: Chapters 12-28; relates how God
spoke through Ezekiel to the false prophets and false
shepherds; describes the fall and judgment of Lucifer)
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GBS - 309

GBS - 310

GBS - 311

GBS - 312

GBS - 313

GBS - 314

GBS - 314

GBS - 316

GBS - 317

GBS - 318

GBS - 319

GBS - 320

GBS - 321
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[2] …………………… EZEKIEL 3
(Course Description: Chapters 29-48; covers the judgment
of Egypt, the valley of dry bones prophecy, and the
fulfillment of end-times events; includes charts)
[2] …………………… BIBLICAL PRAYERS
(Course Description: study of prayers in the Bible prayed
by people who served God; praying effectively)
[2] …………………... THE BOOK OF JOB
(Course Description: a relatively detailed study of the entire
book; the theme focuses upon the enigma of human
suffering, faith, and the power of God)
[2]………………….... JEREMIAH 1
(Course Description: chapters 1-1; deals with the call of
Jeremiah, general and unrelated prophecies)
[2] …………………... JEREMIAH 2
(Course Description: chapters 19-40; covers specific and
dated prophecies)
[2] …………………... EREMIAH 3
(Course Description: Chapters 41-52; covers specific
prophecies and prophecies concerning the nations)
[2] …………………… LAMENTATIONS
(Course Description; comprehensive study regarding the
fall of Jerusalem)
[2] ………………….... SONG OF SOLOMON
(Course Description: chapter by chapter study from a
devotional and inspiration viewpoint that portrays the
beautiful allegory of Jesus Christ and His Church)
[2] ………………….... JOSHUA
(Course Description: comparative study of the history of
Israel’s possession of the “the Promised Land” and its
spiritual applications)
[2] …………………… JUDGES
(Course Description: study of God’s repeated deliverance
of Israel during a time of increasing national apostasy and
the examples that heroes of faith provide for the believer)
[2] …………………… ECCLESIASTES
(Course Description: comprehensive study of one of the
Old Testament books of wisdom, which emphasizes the
spiritual principles, discovered by Solomon in his search for
true reality)
[8] …………………… A JOURNEY INTO THE BIBLE
A Supplemental Resource Study for the Graduate Program
(Course Description: a study into the Bible enhanced by an
in-depth workbook)
[10] ………………….UNDERSTANDING THEOLOGY, VOL 1
(Course Description: a doctrinal series followed by a 6,000
word Thesis/Dissertation)

Master of Theology
No refunds on book orders.
Tuition:

$1,740.00 plus $60.00 application fee
(book Fees Graduation Fees…listed
separately)

Prerequisite:

Graduates of Theology Degree

Graduations
Requirement:

VERY IMPORTANT A 7,000 word thesis
/dissertation on the book
“Understanding Theology, Volume 2”
is required for this degree, typed and
given to the satellite President no
later than April 15th. This is mandatory
without this thesis dissertation, you
will not receive your degree. It will be
placed in your folder at the satellite
office.

Course#
MBS - 401

Credit Hours
[4] ……………………..
KINGS 1
(Course Description: comprehensive chapter study of the
kings of Israel and Judah, beginning after David - 1 Kings 1
through 14 and 2 Chronicles 1 through 12)

MBS - 402

[4] …………………….		
KINGS 2
(Course Description: comprehensive chapter study of the
kings of Israel and Judah, beginning after David - 1 Kings
15 through 22 and 2 Chronicles 13 through 20

MBS - 403

[4] ……………………		
KINGS 3
(Course Description: comprehensive chapter study of the
Kings of Israel and Judah, beginning after David - 2 Kings 1
through 13 and 2 Chronicles 21 through 24)

MBS - 404

[4] …………………..
KINGS 4
(Course Description: comprehensive chapter study of the
kings of Israel and Judah, beginning after David - 2 Kings
14 through 25 and 2 Chronicles 25 through 36)
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MBS - 405

[4] …………………… SAMUEL AND SAUL 1
( Course Description: spiritual application study of the
prophets, Samuel’s birth and public ministry and the early
years of Saul’s reign as the first king over Israel)

MBS - 406

[4] …………………… SAMUEL AND SAUL 2
(Course Description: spiritual application study of the
prophet, Samuel’s life and the decline of Saul’s character
and latter years reign as the first king over Israel)

MBS - 407

[3] ………………….. 2 SAMUEL
(Course Description: study of King David’s life; his triumphs
and his trials)

MBS - 408

[4] …………………....PSALMS 1
(Course Description: descriptive study of the characteristics
of Hebrew poetry; first in a three- part survey of the psalms,
covering the psalms of devotion and the imprecatory
psalms)

MBS - 409

[4] …………………….PSALMS 2
( Course Description: second in a three-part survey of the
psalms, covering the Messianic psalms)

MBS - 410

[4] …………………….PSALMS 3
(Course Description third in a three- part survey of the
psalms, covering the penitential palms, psalms of worship,
praise and adoration, and the historical psalms)

MBS - 411

[8] …………………….A JOURNEY INTO THE BIBLE:
A Supplemental Resource Study for the Master’s Program
(Course Description: a study into the Bible enhanced by an
in-depth workbook)

MBS - 412

[13] ………………….. UNDERSTANDING THEOLOGY, VOL2
(Course Description: a doctrinal series followed by a 7,000
word Thesis/ Dissertation)

Doctor of Biblical Studies - Theology
No refunds on book orders.

Tuition:
$3850.00 plus $ 60.00 application fee
(Book Fees/Graduation Fees… Listed separately)
Prerequisite:
Graduation
Requirement:

Master of Biblical Studies Degree

VERY IMPORTANT A 25,000 word
thesis/dissertation required for this
degree, typed and mailed to NCCT, PO
Box 865, Carolina Beach, NC 28428,
no later than April 15th. This is
mandatory. Without this thesis/
dissertation you will not receive your
degree. This will be placed in your file
at NCCT

When a student reaches the Doctoral level, he or she has reached a level
where course study is no longer a challenge. The student is required to
submit a 25,000 - word positional dissertation in his or her chosen field of
study. This dissertation must be typewritten and bound.
*Dissertation MUST be defended before Review Board
NOTE: All students receiving Doctoral Degree are REQUIRED to
purchase Robe, Hood, and Tam through NCCT and attend the NCCT
Graduation… Doctoral graduation fees should be prepaid and submitted
with tuition, no later than the first week in March… All Graduation
orders (with full payment of Graduation fees) MUST be received before
the first week in March of each year.
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Biblical Studies - Theology
Degree

Tuition

Admin Fees

Application Fees

Books

Graduation Fees

1st Year
Associate

$1340.00 		 $100.00 		

$60.00

$400.00 		

$100.00

$1440.00 		 $100.00 		

$60.00

$400.00 		

$100.00

$1540.00 		 $100.00 		

$60.00

$400.00 		

$200.00

$1740.00 		 $100.00 		

$60.00

$400.00 		

$200.00

$3850.00 		 $100.00 		

$60.00

$640.00 		

$350.00

2nd Year
Bachelor
3rd Year
Master 1
4th Year
Masters
5th Year
Doctorate

No refunds on book fees
All Application Fees come to the Administration Office.
It will be required that all Associate students take NCCT English 101.
The book cost will be $ 25.00. Must order when you start school.
All Doctoral Degree students must come through the President of NCCT
(No refunds on Doctoral Degrees)
Dissertation required… 25,000 words… (Notice Degree Program and
requirements). Life-Earned Experience applicants must submit application,
ordination, etc., along with total fees for the NCCT review Board. All students
receiving Doctoral Degree are REQUIRED to purchase Robe, Hood, and Tam
through NCCT and attend the NCCT Graduation… Doctoral graduation fees
should be prepaid and submitted with tuition, no later than the first week in
March… All Graduation orders (with full payment of Graduation fees) MUST be
received before the first week in March of each year.
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MOUNTAINVIEW COLLEGE OF THEOLOGY
NCCT GENERAL INFORMATION

Statement of Purpose
NCCT, as a Spirit filled evangelical community, is
dedicated to the preparation of men and women for
effective, Spirit-filled leadership and Christ-like servanthood in the church in the marketplace, and into the
world.

Mission
As a Spirit-filled institution designed to equip men and
women for effective and Godly leadership, MVCT and
NCCT is established to train Christian servant who will
become spiritually vibrant, Biblically strong, theologically
balanced, Spirit-empowered, ministry-equipped, and
culturally sensitive. The college seeks to integrate
Biblical and theological training with practical skills
essential for effective witness and ministry and to provide
a scriptural balance of:
•Sound theology with spiritual passion,
•Biblical exposition with prophetic insight,
•Patience in tribulation with expectation of the
		miraculous,
•Pastoral sensitivity with evangelistic fervor,
•Commitment to character with a quest for the
		charismata,
•Kingdom growth with personal maturity.
Seeking to prepare men and women called by God
for Christian servant-hood and to rekindle and renew
those already serving the Body of Christ, MVCT and
NCCT shares the responsibility with the local church
to raise up spiritual leaders to hear the voice of God,
to communicate the Gospel with vitality, to lead with
authority, to minister with compassion, and to convey the
resurrection power of hope with conviction.
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Institutional Objectives
To fulfill its purpose, MVCT and NCCT is committed to:
•Provide instruction, nurture, and enrichment for personal and
		 professional development within a Spirit-filled ecumenical ethos.
•Instill recognition of the authority of Scripture in all areas of life and
		 provide a solid knowledge of the Bible.
•Encourage development of a Biblical and balanced Christian theology.
•Increase awareness and appreciation of the heritage of the Christian
		 community and the Spirit-filled community of faith, in particular.
•Equip students with the basic skills for ministry and evangelism.
•Cultivate a spirit of thoughtful inquiry and objective discernment in the
		 quest for knowledge and truth.
•Enhance spiritual development by encouraging student in personal
		 prayer and spiritual disciplines.
•Increase students’ Biblical knowledge of moral and ethical standards
		 and encourage a lifestyle based upon Scripture.
•Prepare students for servant-hood in the Church and community with
		 sensitivity to the rich diversity and varied needs of the world.
•Make personal and professional development possible for adult leaders
		 through quality educational delivery systems.
•Stimulate awareness for the need of continuous lifelong personal and
		 professional development and provide such opportunities.
Philosophy
MVCT and NCCT recognizes the primacy of the spiritual truth revealed in
the Bible and incarnate in Jesus Christ and acknowledges that all truth,
wherever it is found, is of God. All truth finds its unity in God. MVCT and
NCCT also recognizes the role of the Holy Spirt in interpreting God’s truth
in accordance with the words of the Lord Jesus Christ, who instructed His
disciples that “When He, the Spirit of Truth comes, He will guide you not all
truth.” (John 16:13)
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MVCT and NCCT recognizes that the Father has shown us truth through
Christ in nature, history and above all, in Scripture. Thus the Bible, as
the authoritative Word of God, is central in the quest for knowledge. Its
principles and precepts are integrated throughout MVCT and NCCT’s
curriculum and are foundational in the school’s basic philosophy of
education.
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